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Digging deep…into Jesus, Justice & Beliefs
Deeply Rooted.
Profiles unconventional farmers who
courageously attempted to
pursue their own course in agribusiness, not coalescing to the large
corporations. Lisa Hamilton. Counterpoint, 2009. 338.109 Ham
Social Justice Handbook.
A comprehensive resource for Christians committed to social justice.
Presents biblical rational for justice
and explains a variety of Christian
approaches to doing justice,
including exploring role models.
Covers: sex trafficking, domestic
violence, living-wage initiatives,
debt relief, homelessness, bioethics,
environmental stewardship, poverty,
and much more. Mae Elise Cannon,
IVP, 2009. 261. 8 Can
Everyday Justice: the global
impact of our daily changes.
From coffee to chocolate, oil to
clothing, this shows how our
ordinary lifestyle choices have
big implications for justice
around the world. Julie Clawson,
IVP, 2009. 241.633 Cla

Start Becoming a Good Samaritan.
For young adults, adults. Includes
DVD, one participant's guide and one
leader's guide. Six session, 180 minutes of video. With John Ortberg,
Zondervan, 2009.
DVD 261.8 Ort Start

DVD!

Ask Third Way Café: 50 common
and quirky questions about
Mennonites. 230.97 Her
Topics: dress, simple living, American flag, weddings, history, community, heaven, end times, divorce and
marriage, war, jury duty, head
coverings, creation, and more.
Jodi Nisly Hertlzer, Cascadia, 2009.
The year of living like Jesus :
my journey of discovering
what Jesus would really do.
As he transitions from a follower
of Jesus to one living like Jesus,
he is inspired to take greater
risks with his faith. Ed Dobson,
Zondervan, 2009.
B Dobson Year

DVD’s? Yup—dozens of ‘em.
www.mennowdc.org/Library.html

Conference Resource Library
2517 North Main Street North Newton, Kansas 67117
Marlene Bogard, Director Pat Schmidt, Assistant
crlib@mennowdc.org 316-283-6300 www.mennowdc.org on-line catalog

GREEN: caring for God's
creation: a family outreach
event.

Called to be human : letters
to my children on living a
Christian life.

This unique resource brings environmental issues in the news
down to a focused action plan

Through these letters written to
his own adult children, Jinkins
converses with a startling
range of thinkers and writers
and offers searching, loving
testimony to his own faith. He
is critical not only of religion
and the church but also of mere
vapid spirituality. Michael
Jinkins, Eerdmans, 2009.

that enables the eco-change in
your community. This GREEN kit includes: sermon notes; planning schedules; 3 CD-ROMs
packed with reproducible promotional materials,
devotionals, family activities and more.
David C. Cook, 2008. 261.88 Gre

What we believe together :
exploring the "shared convictions"
of Anabaptist related churches.
Includes a fresh look at the core beliefs and practices that have developed from them by Mennoniterelated groups around the world today. Seven chapters with discussion
questions, nice for small group or
Sunday School class study.
Alfred Neufeld, Good Books, 2007.
230.43 Neu
Learning from the stranger:
Christian faith and cultural
diversity.
Built around readings from
Genesis, Luke and Acts, this
book weaves together theological and practical concerns,
and stories from Smith's extensive first-hand experience.
David I. Smith, Eerdmans,
2009. 261 Smi

Fusion: turning first-time
guests into fully engaged
members of your church.
Topics: assimilation, Biblical
hospitality, follow-up, sticky
situations, etc.
Nelson Searcy, Regal, 2007.
254.5 Sea

Trails of Hope and Terror:
Testimonies on Immigration.
This rich collection includes
many voices—at the border and
beyond about the complexities
surrounding the stories of undocumented migrants. Each
chapter concludes with a poem,
a prayer or a song that expresses
both hope and terror involved in
crossing the border.
Miguel A. De La Torre,
Orbis, 2009. 261.836 Del

